
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

GPS 
TREASURE 
HUNT 
 
 
 
DURATION 
90 – 150 minutes 
(according to guest numbers & 
location) 
 

REQUIREMENTS 
A private space for event 
brief and debrief 
 
GUEST NOS. 
6 - 300 guests 
 
 

Not just a Treasure Hunt but an integrated event using the latest tablets 
and GPS technology to create a team event which is engaging, has 
something for everybody and draws upon your individual guests’ 
inquisitiveness, creativity and skills. 
 
Great for either the city centre or rural environments, the event is tailored to suit your precise 
requirements whether it be set against the backdrop of the historical sights of London or York 
with cryptic questions, or in the rural delights of a country house hotel combined with a series 
of challenges. 
 

The GPS Treasure Hunt works by setting you a series of ‘hotspots’ on your tablet and it is 
not until you navigate to each individual hotspot that your instructions appear on your tablet 
– where possible we always seek to maximise the potential of your location and so you may 
have to a find the answer to a question in the vicinity of a notable landmark. Add to that the 
bonus challenges set and the team will have lots of opportunities to use their wits to triumph! 
 

Careful planning is essential to maximise your team’s score as not every hotspot has the 
same outcome – and the game is on to outperform the competition and earn the highest 
score possible, to emerge victorious & claim the winners prize! 
 
“We had a fabulous time on the event and loved seeing our colleagues in that light” 
Toshiba 
 
 
 

***TESTIMONIAL*** 

 

EVENT 
VIDEO 

https://vimeo.com/351422041/0e7e737b6b


 

DETAILS 
Your teams will be welcomed by our Event Manager, who will brief the teams, explain the 
equipment and make sure that they are fully prepared for their quest. For larger team 
numbers your Event Manager kicks off the event with a special Code Breaker challenge 
which enables the teams to start off at staggered times.  
 
Armed with GPS tablets, all members of the team will be involved in navigating to each 
pre-set GPS hotspot where challenges with varying point awards await! At each location, 
teams hotfoot it to get close to the marked GPS hotspots flashing up on the tablet.  
 
Once there, corresponding questions are revealed giving the teams a chance to earn points 
by answering correctly - only when your GPS verifies that you are in exactly the right 
location will your team be able to activate the hotspot and enter an answer!  
 
Then of course there are the team bonus challenges which must be completed 
imaginatively en-route, to earn extra points for the most creative responses. 
 
Teams can access the live scoreboard to see how they and their competitors are faring in 
real time – which should spur them on to complete as many challenges as possible and 
arrive back at the venue before their time runs out.   
 
Once back, our Event Manager will display photos from the event onto a pop-up screen, 
before of course revealing the final results from the event... with medals awarded to the 
triumphant team in a prize giving finale! 
 
WET WEATHER BACK-UP 
Should the “great” British weather put a dampener on things, we can either adapt the event 
to answer the questions and complete the challenges in the nearest pub or coffee shop – 
or bring everyone back to base, and instead run an alternative quiz-based event. 
 
ADD THAT SOMETHING EXTRA… 
Bespoke GPS questions - £325 plus VAT 
Personalise your Treasure Hunt to include product, industry or company related questions/ 
challenges of your own – including cheeky questions about company ‘celebrities’!   
 
Or perhaps you prefer to add a twist of mystery to your event with a theme which will 
continue through the clues, questions and challenges. Whether it is Espionage, Sporting 
or a specific theme of your own – the Hunt is ultra flexible and we’d be delighted to oblige! 
 
 
 
 

GPS TREASURE HUNT 


